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The literature concerning the psychology and the Bhagavad Gita is coming forth during these 

times (Psychotherapy – Insights from Bhagavad Gita, M.S. Reddy 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3361835; Perennial Psychology of the 

Bhagavad Gita, Swami Rama, Himalayan Institute Press;  psychology of Bhagavad Gita and its 

importance in our life, http://whatsknowledge.com/bhagavad-gita).  

This is especially true for Cognitive Behavior Therapy (Bhagavad Gita and Contemporary 

Psychotherapies, Indian Journal of Psychiatry).  To quote  the last reference, “The Gita depicts 

what may probably be one of the earliest documented sessions in CBT.” 

The Gita’s story is a dialogue between a young prince (Arjuna) and his guru/therapist  (Krishna) 

as he faces his duty to do battle in order to regain his lost kingdom.  The prince determines the 

cost of the battle is too great and refuses to fight  leading to depression.  The dialogue takes off 

from there.  Krishna offers cognitive (alternative) ways of thinking of the event.  In terms of the 

CBT approach the “event” (battle) is not the problem, it is the way he is thinking of the event. 

This provides  the basis for why the Gita is seen as a close approximation of a more modern 

psychotherapy – CBT. 

There are two essential ideas a student of this course needs to be open to. 

The first is that there is meaning to life and, and second, Arjuna is on a 

spiritual journey as are we.  

An implied assumption is that the Gita has  the core Myth found in most all cultures and 

religions.  Joseph Campbell so beautifully describes this as found  in the  Study Guide for 

Campbell’s  Hero with A Thousand Faces.   Quoting,  “The journey of the hero is referred to as 

the “monomyth”, a term which he borrowed from James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake.  Campbell’s 

basic idea is that there is a fundamental structure and progression in all mythology throughout 

http://whatsknowledge.com/bhagavad-gita


the world, regardless of the place of origin or time period: the hero ventures from his everyday 

world to a world that is supernatural, he fights and beats the forces there, and he returns home 

to share his tale with others.”  And, “The Hero is on a journey for spiritual enlightenment and 

truth that he can deliver to his people, which gives the Hero a godlike power ….”  This has 

resonance with H.P.Blavatsky  of the 3rd Fundamental in her Secret Doctrine “..the obligatory 

pilgrimage for every Soul – a spark of the former – through the Cycle of 

Incarnation, or Necessity, in accordance with Cyclic and Karmic law, during 

the whole term.” 

Essential ideas for a student of this course is that there is meaning to life 

which involves a spiritual journey.  And reincarnation – continuous lifetimes 

related to the journey.  Both of these ideas are implied in the reading of the 

Gita. 

Although the course is not represented as a substitute for individual or group 

psychotherapy it is intended to be of psychological value to gain perspective 

in dealing with life problems.  It is, as well, a “top-down” approach to 

treatment.  Some would view the Eastern view as holistic starting with 

universals and then working down to particulars.  The Western view can be 

seen as analytic starting with particulars and working up towards universal 

ideas. 

The diagram found on the next page reflects the above.  The 

“psychotherapies” are found in the lower half of the circle with the intuitive 

or experiential found in the top half.  There is the premise that working from 

both ends can be of value. 

On the diagram the words Self Identification are written coming down the 

left side.  It is suggested the identification of the self has much to do with 

conflicts along our journey.   At what level we identify contributes to the 

harmony found within. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  



LESSON ONE 

BRIEF OUTLINE OF THEOSOPHY 
 

An Answer to the Questions, “What Is Theosophy?” 

 

Theosophy is the philosophy of transformation. It is transformation of the 

material to the spiritual, and transcending our attachments towards higher levels 

of being. 

 

The man or woman who is lost in the forest but reaches higher ground 

transcends his perspective. The person in a spacecraft who looks down on a 

small and vulnerable earth may transcend to a higher level of consciousness. 

The person who finds ideas freeing him can transcend to a higher level of 

perception. 

 

The universe including ourselves is on the journey of transcendence. The often 

quoted, “As above so below and as below so above” is central to the theosophical 

philosophy. Similarly “man is the microcosm of the macrocosm.” From the tiniest 

atom to the universe where all is being and ever becoming. This is the epic myth of 

the hero or heroine leaving a place of security and going through much travail and 

returning to a place of greater wisdom. 

 

I. The pillars on which the bedrock of the philosophy rests (taken from HPB’s 

Secret Doctrine) are: 1. Oneness or the All called by Blavatsky the Absolute. 

It is from which the universe emanates and will return in eternal cycles. 2. 

Order or cyclic law. Perhaps subsumed under this would be karma and 

reincarnation (moral law and the cycle of our existence – reincarnation).  3. 

The evolutionary journey called by Blavatsky the “obligatory pilgrimage.” It is 

the journey of transformation – as described in I above. 

 

 

II. The nature of our being consists of seven principles. There are 7 layers of 

consciousness not only within us but in the universe as well. A. There is the 

parallel of our bodies and the material universe. B. The next layer is called the 

pattern boy or electrical body probably best recognized with the incredible 

advances in modern technology. C. The emotional layer found in each of us is 

reflected in the idea of desire or the stirrings of universal change.  D.  Energy, 

called Prana by Blavatsky.  This is found with all activities including the 

constant birth and rebirth of universes. 



 

 

The pivotal principle is (E.)Mind influencing all the Principles. Our thoughts can 

influence all levels with greater degrees of consciousness. F. The next principle 

refers to the vehicle giving us the ability to experience  the All within ourselves. G. 

This principle is Oneness itself which could be called God (but not a personal God as 

this can lead to separateness). It is the Absolute. 

 

A brief summary: Theosophy is a philosophy pointing towards 

transformation within ourselves and with the universe. It rests on the principle of 

Oneness (The Absolute), Order or cyclic law and the journey referred to as the 

“obligatory pilgrimage.” There are seven principles or layers of consciousness 

within each of us that define who we are. 

 

Other important ideas which are integral to the philosophy include: 

 

Elementals. These might be described as centers of energy which can attach to each 

of us which in turn sometimes act to control our lives. 

 

Skandas. The residual of the karma we bring with us from past lives. 

Theosophical ethics.  Possibly best reflected in Buddhism as the 

Paramitas. 

Theosophical Mahatmas. In that evolution is seen as eternal it would suggest there are 

beings with great wisdom that may have reached heights beyond most of our 

understanding. 

 

And More……… 

 

Hopefully, the above can help towards a basic outline of the Theosophical 

philosophy.  

  

   



 

 

 

 

 

 

{SHOWN BELOW ARE THE “ANTECEDENT WORDS” FOUND IN WILLIAM Q 
JUDGE’S RENDITION OF THE BHAGAVAD GITA.  THESE WORDS GIVE THE 
STUDENT THE BACKGROUND  LEADING UP TO THE START OF THE GITA.  A 
NUMBER OF SYNOPSES WERE REVIEWED AND IN OUR OPINION JUDGE’S 
WORDS BEST REFLECT AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SONG OR STORY OF 
THE BHAGAVAD GITA.  HIS WORDS ARE REPEATED BELOW.| 



THE Bhagavad-Gîtâ is an episode of the Mahâbhârata, which is said to have 
been written by Vyasa. Who this Vyasa is and when he lived is not known. 

J. Cockburn Thomson, in his translation of the Bhagavad-Gîtâ, says: 
"The Mahâbhârata, as all students of Sanskrit well know, is the great epic of 
India, which from its popularity and extent would seem to correspond with 
the Iliad among the Greeks. The theme of the whole work is a certain war 
which was carried on between two branches of one tribe, the descendants of 
Kuru, for the sovereignty of Hâstinapura, commonly supposed to be the same 
as the modern Delhi. The elder branch is called by the general name of the 
whole tribe, Kurus; the younger goes by the patronymic, from Pandu, the 
father of the five principal leaders. 

"This war between the Kurus and Pandavas occupies about twenty thousand 
slokas, or a quarter of the whole work as we now possess it.... In order to 
understand the allusions there [in the Bhagavad-Gîtâ] a knowledge is requisite 
of the previous history of the tribe, which will now be given as follows. 

"Of the name Kuru we know but little, but that little is sufficient to prove that 
it is one of great importance. We have no means of deriving it from any 
Sanskrit root, nor has it, like too many of the Hindû names, the appearance of 
being explanatory of the peculiarities of the person or persons whom it 
designates. It is therefore in all probability a name of considerable antiquity, 
brought by the Aryan race from their first seat in Central Asia. Its use in 
Sanskrit is fourfold. It is the name of the northern quarter or Dwipa of the 
world, and is described as lying between the most northern range of snowy 
mountains and the polar sea. It is further the name of the most northern of the 
nine varshas of the known world. Among the long genealogies of the tribe 
itself it is known as the name of an ancient king to whom the foundation of 
the tribe is attributed. Lastly, it designates an Aryan tribe of sufficient 
importance to disturb the whole of northern India with its factions, and to 
make its battles the theme of the longest epic of olden time. "Viewing these 
facts together we should be inclined to draw the conclusion that the name was 
originally that of a race inhabiting Central Asia beyond the Himalaya, who 
emigrated with other races into the northwest of the peninsula and with them 
formed the great people who styled themselves unitedly Arya, or the noble, to 
distinguish them from the aborigines whom they subdued and on whose 
territories they eventually settled. . . . 



"At the time when the plot of the Mahâbhârata was enacted this tribe was 
situated in the plain of the Doab, and their particular region lying between the 
Jumna and Sursooty rivers, was called Kurukshetra, or the plain of the Kurus. 
The capital of this country was Hâstinapura, and here reigned at a period of 
which we cannot give the exact date a king named Vichitravirya. He was the 
son of Shantanu and Satyavati; and Bhîshma and Krishna Dwaipayana, the 
Vyasa, were his half-brothers; the former being his father's, the latter his 
mother's son. He married two sisters―Amba and Ambalika―but dying 
shortly after marriage, he left no progeny; and his half-brother, the Vyasa, 
instigated by divine compassion, married his widow and begat two sons, 
Dhritarâshtra and Pandu. The former had one hundred sons, the eldest of 
whom was Duryodhana. The latter married firstly Prîtha, or Kuntî, the 
daughter of Shura, and secondly Madri. The children of these wives were the 
five Pandava princes; but as their mortal father, while hunting, had been 
cursed by a deer to be childless all his life, these children were mystically 
begotten by different deities. Thus Yudhishthira, Bhîma, and Arjuna were the 
sons of Prîtha by Dharma, Vayu, and Indra respectively. Nakula was the son 
of Madri by Nasatya the elder, and Sahadeva by Darsa the younger of the 
twin Ashwinau, the physicians of the gods. This story would seem to be a 
fiction invented to give a divine origin to the five heroes of the poem; but 
however that may be, Duryodhana and his brothers are the leaders of the 
Kuru, or elder branch of the tribe; and the five Pandava princes those of the 
Pandava or younger branch. 

"Dhritarâshtra was blind, but, although thus incapacitated for governing, he 
retained the throne, while his son Duryodhana really directed he affairs of the 
state. . . . he prevailed on his father to banish his cousins, the Pandava princes, 
from the country. After long wanderings and varied hardships, these princes 
collected their friends around them, formed by the help of many neighboring 
kings a vast army, and prepared to attack their unjust oppressor, who had in 
like manner assembled his forces. 

The hostile armies meet on the plain of the Kurus. Bhîshma, the half-brother 
of Vichitravirya, being the oldest warrior among them, has command of the 
Kuru faction; Bhîma, the second son of Pandu, noted for his strength and 
prowess, is the general of the other party [Arjuna's]. The scene of our poem 
now opens and remains throughout the same―the field of battle. In order to 
introduce to the reader the names of the principal chieftains in each army, 
Duryodhana is made to approach Drôna, his military preceptor, and name 



them one by one. The challenge is then suddenly given by Bhîshma, the Kuru 
general, by blowing his conch; and he is seconded by all his followers. It is 
returned by Arjuna, who is in the same chariot with the god Krishna, who, in 
compassion for the persecution he had suffered, had become his intimate 
friend, and was acting the part of a charioteer to him. He is followed by all the 
generals of the Pandavas. The fight then begins with a volley of arrows from 
both sides; but when Arjuna perceives it he begs Krishna to draw up the 
chariot in the space between the two armies while he examines the lines of the 
enemy. The god does so and points out in those lines the numerous relatives 
of his friend. Arjuna is horror-struck at the idea of committing fratricide by 
slaying his near relations, and throws down his bow and arrows, declaring 
that he would rather be killed without defending himself than fight against 
them. Krishna replies with the arguments which form the didactic and 
philosophical doctrines of the work, and endeavors to persuade him that he 
mistakes in forming such a resolution. Arjuna is eventually overruled. The 
fight goes on, and the Pandavas defeat their opponents." 

This quotation from Thomson's edition gives the student a brief statement of 
what is more or less mythological and allegorical, but if the story of 
theMahâbhârata be taken as that of Man in his evolutionary development, as I 
think it ought to be, the whole can be raised from the plane of fable, and 

 

the student will then have before him an account, to some extent, of that 
evolution. 

Thus looking at it from the Theosophical point of view, the king 
Dhritarâshtra, is the human body which is acquired by the immortal Monad 
in order to go through the evolutionary journey; the mortal envelope is 
brought into existence by means of Tanha, or thirst for life. He is blind 
because the body without the faculties within is merely senseless matter, and 
thus is "incapacitated for governing," and some other person is represented in 
the Mahâbhârataas being the governor of the state, the nominal king being the 
body―Dhritarâshtra. As the Theosophical scheme holds that there is a double 
line of evolution within us, we find that the Kurus spoken of in the poem 
represent the more material side of those two lines, and the Pandava princes, 
of whom Arjuna is one, stand for the spiritual side of the stream - that is, 
Arjuna represents the immortal Spark. 



The learned Brahmin Theosophist, Subba Row, says in his Notes on the 
Bhagavad-Gîtâ (Vide The Theosophist, Vol. VIII, p. 299): "Krishna was intended 
to represent the Logos. . . and Arjuna, who was called Nara, was intended to 
represent the human monad." Nara also means Man. The alleged celestial 
origin for the two branches of the family, the Kurus and Pandavas, is in 
perfect consonance with this, for the body, or Dhritarâshtra, being solely 
material and the lower plane in which the development takes place, the Kurus 
and Pandavas are our inheritance from the celestial beings often referred to in 
Mme. Blavatsky's Secret Doctrine, the one tending towards materiality, the 
other being spiritual. The Kurus, then, the lower portion of our nature earliest 
developed, obtain the power on this plane for the time being, and one of 
them, Duryodhana, "prevails," so that the Pandavas, or the more spiritual 
parts of our nature, are banished temporarily from the country, that is, from 
governing Man. "The long wanderings and varied hardships" of the Pandavas 
are wanderings caused by the necessities of evolution before these better parts 
are able to make a stand for the purpose of gaining the control in Man's 
evolutionary struggle. This also has reference to the cyclic rise and fall of 
nations and the race. 

The hostile armies, then, who meet on the plain of the Kurus are these two 
collections of the human faculties and powers, those on one side tending to 
drag us down, those on the other aspiring towards spiritual illumination. The 
battle refers not only to the great warfare that mankind as a whole carries on, 
but also to the struggle which is inevitable as soon as any one unit in the 
human family resolves to allow his higher nature to govern him in his life. 
Hence, bearing in mind the suggestion made by Subba Row, we see that 
Arjuna, called Nara, represents not only Man as a race, but also any 
individual who resolves upon the task of developing his better nature. What 
is described as happening in the poem to him will come to every such 
individual. Opposition from friends and from all the habits he has acquired, 
and also that which naturally arises from hereditary tendencies, will confront 
him, and then it will depend upon how he listens to Krishna, who is the Logos 
shining within and speaking within, whether he will succeed or fail. 

With these suggestions the student will find that the mythology and allegory 
spoken of by Thomson and others are useful instead of being merely 
ornamental, or, as some think, superfluous and misleading. The only cheap 
edition of the Bhagavad-Gîtâ hitherto within the reach of Theosophical 
students of limited means has been one which was published in Bombay by 



Brother Tookeram Tatya, F. T. S., whose efforts in that direction are entitled to 
the highest praise. But that one was simply a reprint of the first English 
translation made one hundred years ago by Wilkins. The great attention of 
late bestowed on the poem by nearly all members of the Theosophical Society 
in America has created an imperative demand for an edition which shall be at 
least free from some of the glaring typographical mistakes and blind 
renderings so frequent in the Wilkins reprint. To meet this demand the 
present has been made up. It is the result of a careful comparison of all the 
English editions and of a complete retranslation from the original wherever 
any obscurity or omission was evident in the various renderings consulted. 

The making of a commentary has not been essayed, because it is believed that 
the Bhagavad-Gîtâ should stand on its own merits without comments, each 
student being left to himself to see deeper as he advances. The publisher of 
this edition holds that the poem can be read in many different ways, each 
depending on the view-point taken, e. g., whether it is considered in its 
application to the individual, or to cosmogenesis, or to the evolution of the 
Astral world, or the Hierarchies in Nature, or to the moral nature, and so on. 
To attach a commentary, except such an one as only a sage like Sankaracharya 
could write, would be audacious, and therefore the poem is given 
undisfigured. 

The Bhagavad-Gîtâ tends to impress upon the individual two things: first, 
selflessness, and second, action: the studying of and living by it will arouse 
the belief that there is but one Spirit and not several; that we cannot live for 
ourselves alone, but must come to realize that there is no such thing as 
separateness, and no possibility of escaping from the collective Karma of the 
race to which one belongs, and then, that we must think and act in accordance 
with such belief. 

The poem is held in the highest esteem by all sects in Hindustan except the 
Mahommedan and Christian. It has been translated into many languages, 
both Asiatic and European: it is being read to-day by hundreds of sincere 
Theosophists in every part of the world. To  those and to all others who truly 
love their fellowmen, and who aspire to learn and teach the science of 
devotion, this edition of the Bhagavad-Gîtâ is offered.             
WILLIAM Q. JUDGE  
New York, October, 1890. 



LESSON 2 

 

The Bhagavad Gita, Psychotherapy of 

East and West 

Probably not so noticed in Judge’s and Crosbie’s Notes On The Bhagavad Gita are 

the statements that one cannot really understand the Gita without understanding 

the Eastern psychological system.  To cite some quotes: (p. 2) “Many European 

translators and commentators, being ignorant of the psychological system of the 

Hindus – which really underlies every word of this poem, …” “Before the 

Upanishads can be properly rendered, the Indian psychological system must be 

understood,…”(p 3) and “…we must bear in mind the existence among the 

Aryans of a psychological system….”  And, there is more. 

There is the implication that the “rendering” of the translation of the Gita from 

the original Sanskrit for us Westerners in the Judge edition was important.  it still 

does not seem clear as to what exactly is the Eastern psychological system and 

how it differs from the Western psychological system.  Judge knew Sanskrit. 

Although  not depicting  himself as a Sanskrit scholar, his references to 

translations of words are extensive.   So, what is the Eastern Psychological 

System?  

A plethora of research, experiments, brain studies and articles are available in 

these times showing differences between the psychology of the East and the 

West.  Much of this is connected to Cultural Studies in Anthropology or Social 

Psychology along with, so incredible,  brain imaging studies. 

Experimental differences have been found between Easterners and Westerners in 

their thinking.  Although a thorough review of this work can be found in 



Richard Nesbitts  book, - The Geography of Thought: How Asians and 

Westerners Think Differently,  a quick review can be found in a Psychology Today 

article by Lawrence T. White, Ph.D.  He writes: “The novelist Gish Jin points to 
what she sees as the difference between Asian culture and Western 
psychology by noting that Asians emphasize the group as primary 
whereas Westerners put the individual ahead of the group.” 
And.,” Over the past 20 years, researchers have consistently observed 
different patterns of perceiving and thinking in different societies. At the risk 
of oversimplification, Westerners tend to think more analytically and 
East Asians tend to think more holistically.” 

There is the thought that Western Psychology starts from the material 
working its way up and Eastern Psychology starts with the spiritual working 
its way down.  Other terms have been used for this – Objective (Western) 
Subjective (Eastern); Inductive (Western) Deductive (Eastern); Lower Self 
(Western) Higher Self (Eastern).This, of course, has a lot to do with one’s 
assumption that the spiritual has reality. 

Existential Crisis 

Westerners  most open to an Eastern view may be those experiencing a 
crisis in their life having to do with meaning.  They feel there is something 
missing and perhaps there is the nagging pull that they are suppose to do 
something with their lives which they have not found.  Some have referred 
to this as an Existential Crisis.  This is based on that the usual paths to 
follow – existence – are not fulfilling and they are looking for something 
greater – existential.  Osho in the essay Western Psychology vs Eastern 
Spirituality 
(https://endofthegame.net/2012/01/24/oshos-critique-on-western-psycholog
y/) puts it nicely::  “….when man is existentially ill, neither a physician nor a 
psychiatrist can be of any help.   Existential illness is spiritual.  It is neither 
of the body nor of the mind, it is of the total – and the total transcends all 
parts.” Further, “The East takes the Ego itself as the disease; the whole 
mind is the disease.  There is no choice about it –conscious and 

https://endofthegame.net/2012/01/24/oshos-critique-on-western-psychology/
https://endofthegame.net/2012/01/24/oshos-critique-on-western-psychology/


unconscious both have to go.  That’s why the East has not tried to interpret. 
Because if something has to go, why bother about its interpretation?” 
Maybe Osho is right but the Gita does offer up exquisite commentary on 
the Gunas – more on this later. 

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 

CPT is one of the Western therapies thought to bridge the gap between the 
East and the West.  Dr. Neha Sharma in her article The Bhagwat Gita as a 
Complementary Tool to Cognitive Behavioral Therapy – (International 
Journal of Applied Psychology – March 2014) makes this strong statement: 
“beyond being an excellent spiritual transcript the Bahgwat Gita is the very 
first documented Cognitive Behavioral Therapy sessions in the history of 
the human being.”  Dr. Naha Sharma gives a cogent explanation, in the 
same paper, of CBT. “The focal point of any CBT session is present 
problems and difficulties.  CBT discuss that the event does not cause our 
sentiments, but elucidation of that event, what we imagine or what 
connotation we give that event is important.  CBT breaks ferocious cycles 
of negative thinking, feelings and behaviors.”  “….it is also is of colossal 
use for Psychologists who deals with the patients of Anxiety, Depression, 
Guilt and negative attitudes towards life.” 

 

The Psyches of East and West Both may be Needed. 

In Psychology Today (April, 2013) Arthur Dobrin, D.S. W. writes “Too great 
a stress on the individual and you are left with people who are bereft of 
deep connections to others and find themselves afloat in a mass of 
meaningless events. There is also the problem of the disdain felt for those 
who don’t succeed. Compassion is the cost of hyper-individualism. 

Too great a stress on the group and you are left with a mindlessness that 
has no room for individual responsibility. There is the additional problem of 
dragging down creative spirits that can lift all of humanity with new insights 
and innovation.” 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/stress
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/creativity


The trick is to combine the best of both worlds. In the past, this may have 
been an unrealizable dream. But as the world grows tighter and 
cross-cultural experiences are commonplace.” 

Indeed, Theosophists are  fortunate to have brought Theosophy into their 
lives.  Although the original Theosophical Society was started in the West 
(New York) from there it established headquarters in the East (India). 
Almost all of the Eastern literature was brought into the minds of Western 
students. 

 

Mindfulness 

In the Indian J. of Psychiatry ( Jan, 2013), The Bhagavad Gita and 
contemporary psychotherapies, Subhash C Bhatia, et al writes  “The Gita 

prescribes mindfulness as a way of being detached from the onslaught of the 

senses, in order to attain the state of Sthithapragna (a state of unperturbed 

ness)” . Some of the metaphors in the Gita describing this state are: “One should 

be tranquil like the ocean which is unaffected by rivers flowing into it,” “one 

should draw self away from the senses as a tortoise withdraws its limbs” and 

“being similar to water drop on a lotus leaf which does not have an attachment to 

the leaf.” Such metaphors from the Gita can be useful in guiding patients towards 

mindfulness. Lord Krishna suggests reaching the “mindful state” via meditation 

and maintaining self in calm and un-agitated state. 

You are Not the Object 

As we begin to explore the analysis of the self in the West we treat ourselves as 

an object to be studied - reducing ourselves to a template of component parts. 

But we are not the Object.  We are the Subject meaning the exploration of who 

we are requires us to go within.  And within perhaps we can discover our 

relationship to all of existence.  When we study the Gita it is an invitation to find 

the oneness of all.  Krishna, we will find, is another name for this. 



Swami Krishnananda,  https://www.swami-krishnananda.org/disc/disc_300.html, 

(The Difference between Eastern and Western Psychology) uses these words.: “So 
the psychology of yoga attempts at a disintegration of the component parts 
of the mind so that the true being of man may be realised directly by 
immediate experience. This immediate experience is known 
as sakshatkara or aparoksha anubhava. Any kind of mediate perception 
cannot be a knowledge of your own nature because you cannot know 
yourself as an object. You are not an object to your own self; you are the 
subject of the analysis and knowledge of other things in the world. But if 
you are to know your own self, how would you employ the means of 
perception or knowledge? There is no means of communication between 
your own real nature and the ultimate means of knowledge which will be 
able to reveal this true nature of yours.” 

All of this means that we have the opportunity of becoming aware of the 
Eastern perspective in our studies of the Bhagavad Gita. 

Study Questions: 

1.  Is there a difference of understanding when one focuses on the group 

rather than the individual? 

2. What is the difference between analytic and holistic psychology? 

3. Do we all have an existential crisis? 

4. In CBT does the event cause the problem (e.g. loss of a relationship) or does 

the way we think cause the problem? 

5. What is the difference in seeing yourself as an object rather than a subject? 

6. Why can both an Eastern and Western psychology both be needed towards 

healing? 

 

 

 

 



LESSON 3 

COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL THERAPY 

 

“Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you do are in harmony.” 
—Mahatma Gandhi 

“He who has a ‘why’ to live for can bear with almost any ‘how’.” —Friedrich Wilhelm 
Nietzsche 

“If a person gave away your body to some passerby, you’d be furious. Yet, you hand over your 
mind to anyone who comes along, so they may abuse you, leaving it disturbed and 
troubled—have you no shame in that?” —Epictetus 

“If my body is enslaved, still my mind is free.” —Sophocles 

“If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change.” —Wayne Dyer 

“If thou art pained by any external thing, it is not this thing that disturbs thee, but thy own 
judgment about it.” —Marcus Aurelius 

“It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.” —Henry David Thoreau 

“Life is never made unbearable by circumstances, but only by lack of meaning and purpose.” 
—Viktor Frankl 

“Man can alter his life by altering his thinking.” —William James 

WHAT IS CBT 

CBT is a psychological treatment that addresses the interactions between how we think, feel and 
behave.  It is usually time-limited (approximately 10 – 20 sessions), focuses on current problems 
and follows a structured style of intervention.  The development and administration of CBT 
have been closely guided by research.  Evidence now supports the effectiveness of  CBT for 
many common  mental disorders.  For some disorders, carefully designed research has led 
international expert consensus panels to identify CBT as the current treatment of choice. 

. 

COMMENTS ON CBT 

CBT is based on the idea our thoughts are behind feelings which in turn is behind our behavior. 
If we change our thoughts we change feelings and behavior.  The Bhagavad Gita is about a 
young warrior who must regain the family’s kingdom.  To fight would mean that he would have 
to kill relatives and family members.  He cannot do this and is caught between his duty 
(regaining his kingdom) and his perceived values (fighting his relatives resulting in depression), 
His feelings and thoughts effect  his behavior (not to fight).  Krishna, the mentor he has chosen 
to be with, first challenges his thoughts and suggests alternative ways of cognizing his situation. 
And, more, suggests in the following chapters that gives a spiritual path beyond his immediate 



situation.  In a word, this is the rationale of cognitive therapy and why many consider that CBT 
has value in the studies of the Bhagavad Gita. .  

A few words on cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) will be listed here. The two theorists who are 
held to be the founders of CBT are Albert Ellis and Aaron Beck. Short bios are listed. 

Aaron T. Beck, M.D. a psychiatrist.  Although originally interested in psychoanalysis, he found 
that his patients were not benefiting from treatment but observed there were behaviors his clients 
were manifesting in treating depression.  His most important finding was that patients had a 
stream of negative thoughts that seemed to arise spontaneously without the patient’s 
control; He called this “automatic thoughts.” (Beck Institute, 2015). 

Dr. Beck used the concept to help patients identify and evaluate their automatic 
thoughts to allow patients to think more realistically. As a result, their thoughts affected 
their behavior and emotions and they were able to behave more functionally (Beck 
Institute, 2015). When patients successfully changed their thoughts, it changed their 
beliefs about themselves, the world, and other people in the long-run.  He called his 
new approach cognitive therapy . 

Albert Ellis, Ph.D. a psychologist. Taher   https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/cbt/ 
describes his background as somewhat similar to Beck, i.e. dissatisfied with 
psychoanalysis.  He developed a new approach which he called Rational Emotive 
Therapy or RET. RET was influenced by Behaviorism, Asian, Greek, Roman, and 
modern philosophers (Ellis, 1994). It focuses on resolving emotional and behavioral 
disturbances to help people lead happier lives. He posited what he calls the ABC model 
which stand for the Activating event, the Beliefs associated with the event, and the 
Consequences of the beliefs.  He designated three kinds of thought: rational, irrational, 
and rationalized.  The rational has to do with what the person wants or prefers, the 
irrational has to do with what the person thinks he must do or has to do or should do. 
The musts, have to’s, or shoulds are not true and they can make the client feel there are 
controls outside of themselves making them do something they are not sure if they want 
to.  Humorously the statements of not shoulding on oneself and musterbation were 
ways of conceptualizing these habits. 

 

  

Case Vignette: Depression 
Agnes was a homemaker,. She enjoyed  being at home and taking care of her three children.  But 
the children  did not seem to be as needy as they were when they were younger.  The oldest was off 
to college, the middle was mostly into her high school friends and the youngest was all involved with 
Little League  Agnes was college-educated and she did not pursue a career as she felt her children 
needed her and she's had  always done for others. She was divorced but her ex provided well for the 
family which meant Agnes was able to be a stay at home mom. She needed something to do and 
became involved in some of her children's school activities where she met with other parents  She 

https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/cbt/


achieved a measure of recognition with the other parents. They asked her to do a presentation on 
the importance of raising children.   When she prepared for her talk she developed significant signs 
of anxiety which led for her to calling a therapist.  The therapist asked her what I think she thought 
brought on the  anxiety in giving a presentation. She said  it was so important to her to give a will 
received presentation and the others  might criticize her and this would be awful. She was asked 
why it would be awful.  Her answer was that she was so afraid she would never amount to anything 
which is something she really did not want to tell anyone.  The therapist suggested she let her 
imagination pretend in actual fact she did give a terrible presentation.  What would she do then? 
She said that she would probably retreat to her home and call a friend or two.  She realized that 
probably she would deal with it bringing on a small measure of self confidence.  The therapist also 
asked her to discuss her opinion of being a stay at home mom and that perhaps she herself could 
look at this as being of value.  She also could think of career when she felt comfortable with the 
children becoming independent. 

 

Case Vignette: Anxiety 

 Fred is married to a very attractive lady who was aware that she is in fact was attractive. However, 
she didn't really care much for Fred and told him so with her attitude towards sex. She said she did 
not want to do “that” and more. Fred was A welder and enjoyed doing his chosen profession. She, 
on the other hand. felt that his job was beneath him and she wanted him to take additional college 
courses so he would be eligible for more of a white collar job.  She said he would be happier.. He 
believed if he really expressed his feelings to her she would likely leave him he did not want to face 
this.   The couple did have two children and he was worried about them.       \Fred knew that when 
he tried to approach her his anxiety would increase to the point of a mild panic attack.  This made 
him feel useless and a like a loser. He was caught between either talking to his wife with the 
possibility of her leaving  or letting it go which only seemed  to prolong the agony.  A friend 
suggested  he “see someone” and he did. Although he was not sure if his wife would approve as to 
why he was taking the step he did it without  her knowing.   He told the counselor that he was 
worried about being a loser and a divorcee.  If he lost his wife he would not be successful person 
and this would confirm a feeling that he really was a loser .  He tried to take a few night courses at 
the local community college but this by itself did not seem to make her happy. The counselor asked 
him to talk to his wife about his feelings just thinking about it.  Even this, however, was too much as 
he began to perspire and his breath became shorter. 

 

 

Case Vignette: Existential Crisis 

Shila had led a less than  satisfactory life but with enough money to pay most of her bills.  This was 
true even though she had changed jobs several times.  She could not seem to find something she 
really wanted to do.  At first, she would start a new job with excitement but this would only last for a 
short time.  She began to be aware that this pattern was also true in her relationships.  They would 



start but after about the third date the feelings would subside.  It was not that she stayed away from 
people as she attended different churches and social events that became available to her.  She 
scheduled an appointment with a psychologist mostly because she did not know what else to do. 
She complained to the therapist that she felt listless with very low energy.  Sometimes she would 
find herself going to sleep early but would then wake up during the night.  She tried alcohol but found 
it did not take her long for it to get out of hand.  The therapist asked her what her goals were and 
what she really wanted out of life.  She said she did not know. She also said that it felt like she was 
looking for something and was afraid that life had no meaning.  She just wanted to give up and had 
contemplated suicide in the past.  The therapist challenged her as to her beliefs and she said she 
wanted to find something she could believe in.  She did stick it out with the therapist as it at least felt 
more real.  She gradually began to look forward to her sessions as she realized that the “something” 
inside of her that wanted greater meaning had validity. 

 

 

ASSIGNMENT 

In these vignettes please identify concepts either from Dr. Beck or Dr. Ellis.  And, record main 

themes (thoughts} of your own life and see if  you can recognize some of the concepts listed. 

We will be doing a similar exercise in  the first 6 Chapters of the Bhagavad Gita for next week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GITA CLASS – LESSON FOUR 
CHAPTERS 1 – 6 

 

READ ALL CHAPTERS AND PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE SECTIONS LISTED BELOW: 

FOOTNOTE PAGE 1: 



  

PAGE 3  This army of ours, which is commanded by Bhîshma, is not sufficient, 
while their forces, led by Bhîma, are sufficient. Let all the generals, according 
to their respective divisions, stand at their posts, and one and all resolve 
Bhîshma to support." 

PAGE 4  I pray thee, Krishna , cause my chariot to be placed between the two 
armies , that I may behold who are the men that stand ready, anxious to 
commence the battle: with whom it is I am to fight in this ready field; and 
who they are that are here assembled to support the evil minded son of 
Dhritarâshtra in the battle." 

PAGE 5 "Now, O Krishna, that I have beheld my kindred thus standing 
anxious for the fight, my members fail me, my countenance withereth, the 
hair standeth on end upon my body, and all my frame trembleth with horror! 
Even Gandiva, my bow, slips from my hand, and my skin is parched and 
dried up. I am not able to stand; for my mind, as it were, whirleth round, and 
I behold on all sides adverse omens. 
PAGE 8 When Arjuna had ceased to speak, he sat down in the chariot 
between the two armies; and, having put away his bow and arrows, his heart 
was overwhelmed with despondency. 

CHAPTER II    
Challenge:  Whence, O Arjuna, cometh upon thee this dejection in matters of 
difficulty, so unworthy of the honorable, and leading neither to heaven nor to 
glory? It is disgraceful, contrary to duty, and the foundation of dishonor. 
Yield not thus to unmanliness, for it ill-becometh one like thee. Abandon, O 
tormentor of thy foes, this despicable weakness of thy heart and stand up." 
Page 10  For it were better to beg my bread about the world than be the 
murderer of my preceptors, to whom such awful reverence is due. Were I to 
destroy such friends as these, I should partake of possessions, wealth, and 



pleasures polluted with their blood. Nor can we tell whether it would be 
better that we should defeat them, or they us. For those drawn up, angrily 
confronting us - and after whose death, should they perish by my hand, I 
would not wish to live - are the sons and people of Dhritarâshtra. As I am of a 
disposition which is affected by compassion and the fear of doing wrong, I 
ask thee which is it better to do? 
Page 11  As the lord of this mortal frame experienceth therein infancy, youth, 
and old age, so in future incarnations will it meet the same. One who is 
confirmed in this belief is not disturbed by anything that may come to pass. 
Page 13 ? As a man throweth away old garments and putteth on new, even so 
the dweller in the body, having quitted its old mortal frames, entereth into 
others which are new. The weapon divideth it not, the fire burneth it not, the 
water corrupteth it not, the wind drieth it not away; for it is indivisible, 
inconsumable, incorruptible, and is not to be dried away: it is eternal, 
universal, permanent, immovable; it is invisible, inconceivable, and 
unalterable; therefore, knowing it to be thus, thou shouldst not grieve 
PAGE 15  In this system of Yoga no effort is wasted, nor are there any evil 
consequences, and even a little of this practice delivereth a man from great 
risk. In this path there is only one single object, and this of a steady, constant 
nature; but widely-branched is the faith and infinite are the objects of those 
who follow not this system. 
PAGE 16 The subject of the Vedas is the assemblage of the three qualities. Be 
thou free from these qualities, O Arjuna! Be free from the 'pairs of opposites' 
and constant in the quality of Sattva, free from worldly anxiety and the desire 
to preserve present possessions, self-centered and uncontrolled by objects of 
mind or senses. 
PAGE 19 The man whose heart and mind are not at rest is without wisdom or 
the power of contemplation; who doth not practice reflection, hath no calm; 
and how can a man without calm obtain happiness? The uncontrolled heart, 
following the dictates of the moving passions, snatcheth away his spiritual 
knowledge, as the storm the bark upon the raging ocean. Therefore, O great 
armed one, he is possessed of spiritual knowledge whose senses are withheld 
from objects of sense. 



CHAPTER III    
PAGE 23  Every man is involuntarily urged to act by the qualities which 
spring from nature. He who remains inert, restraining the senses and organs, 
yet pondering with his heart upon objects of sense, is called a false pietist of 
bewildered soul. But he who having subdued all his passions performeth with 
his active faculties all the duties of life, unconcerned as to their result, is to be 
esteemed. Do thou perform the proper actions: action is superior to inaction. 
PAGE 25  Therefore perform thou that which thou hast to do, at all times 
unmindful of the event; for the man who doeth that which he hath to do, 
without attachment to the result, obtaineth the Supreme. Even by action 
Janaka and others attained perfection.  
PAGE 26  But he, O strong-armed one! who is acquainted with the nature of 
the two distinctions of cause and effect, knowing that the qualities act only in 
the qualities, and that the Self is distinct from them, is not attached in action. 
AND  Throwing every deed on me, and with thy meditation fixed upon the 
Higher Self, resolve to fight, without expectation, devoid of egotism and free 
from anguish. 
PAGE 27 A wise man should not fall in the power of these two passions, for 
they are the enemies of man. It is better to do one's own duty, even though it 
be devoid of excellence, than to perform another's duty well. It is better to 
perish in the performance of one's own duty; the duty of another is full of 
danger." 
PAGE 28  By what, O descendant of Vrishni, is man propelled to commit 
offences; seemingly against his will and as if constrained by some secret force? 

KRISHNA: 
"It is lust which instigates him. It is passion, sprung from the quality of rajas;*  
* Rajas  is one of the three great qualities; the driving power of nature; active 
and bad, satiable, and full of sin. Know this to be the enemy of man on earth. 



CHAPTER IV    

PAGE 30  

KRISHNA: 
This exhaustless doctrine of Yoga I formerly taught unto 
Vivaswat; * Vivaswat communicated it to Manu ╫ and Manu made it known 
unto Ikshwaku; ‡and being thus transmitted from one unto another it was 
studied by the Rajarshees,§ until at length in the course of time the mighty art 
was lost, O harasser of thy foes! It is even the same exhaustless, secret, eternal 
doctrine I have this day communicated unto thee because thou art my devotee 
and my friend." 
PAGE 32 "Both I and thou have passed through many births, O harasser of 
thy foes! Mine are known unto me, but thou knowest not of thine. 

“….I produce myself among creatures, O son of Bharata, whenever there is a 
decline of virtue and an insurrection of vice and injustice in the world; and 
thus I incarnate from age to age for the preservation of the just, the 
destruction of the wicked, and the establishment of righteousness. Whoever, 
O Arjuna, knoweth my divine birth and actions to be even so doth not upon 
quitting his mortal frame enter into another, for he entereth into me. Many 
who were free from craving, fear, and anger, filled with my spirit, and who 
depended upon me, having been purified by the ascetic fire of knowledge, 
have entered into my being. In whatever way men approach me, in that way 
do I assist them; but whatever the path taken by mankind, that path is mine, 
O son of Pritha. Those who wish for success to their works in this life sacrifice 
to the gods; and in this world success from their actions soon cometh to pass. 

PAGE 36 . Seek this wisdom by doing service, by strong search, by questions, 
and by humility; the wise who see the truth will communicate it unto thee, 
and knowing which thou shalt never again fall into error, O son of Bharata. By 
this knowledge thou shalt see all things and creatures whatsoever in thyself 
and then in me. Even if thou wert the greatest of all sinners, thou shalt be able 
to cross over all sins in the bark of spiritual knowledge 



PAGE 36 The man of doubtful mind hath no happiness either in this world or 
in the next or in any other. No actions bind that man who through spiritual 
discrimination hath renounced action and cut asunder all doubt by 
knowledge, O despiser of wealth. Wherefore, O son of Bharata, having cut 
asunder with the sword of spiritual knowledge this doubt which existeth in 
thy heart, engage in the performance of action. Arise!" 

CHAPTER V  
 

PAGE 41 The man who knoweth the Supreme Spirit, who is not deluded, and 
who is fixed on him, doth not rejoice at obtaining what is pleasant, nor grieve 
when meeting what is unpleasant. He whose heart is not attached to objects of 
sense finds pleasure within himself, and, through devotion, united with the 
Supreme, enjoys imperishable bliss. 

PAGE 42 "The anchorite who shutteth his placid soul away from all sense of 
touch, with gaze fixed between his brows; who maketh the breath to pass 
through both his nostrils with evenness alike in inspiration and expiration, 
whose senses and organs together with his heart and understanding are 
under control, and who hath set his heart upon liberation and is ever free 
from desire and anger, is emancipated from birth and death even in this life. 
Knowing that I, the great Lord of all worlds, am the enjoyer of all sacrifices 
and penances and the friend of all creatures, he shall obtain me and be 
blessed. 



CHAPTER VI    

 

PAGE 47 "This divine discipline, Arjuna, is not to be attained by the man who 
eateth more than enough or too little, nor by him who hath a habit of sleeping 
much, nor by him who is given to overwatching. The meditation which 
destroyeth pain is produced in him who is moderate in eating and in 
recreation, of moderate exertion in his actions, and regulated in sleeping and 
waking. When the man, so living, centers his heart in the true Self and is 
exempt from attachment to all desires, he is said to have attained to Yoga. Of 
the sage of self-centered heart, at rest and free from attachment to desires, the 
simile is recorded, 'as a lamp which is sheltered from the wind flickereth not.' 
When regulated by the practice of yoga and at rest, seeing the self by the self, 
he is contented; when he becometh acquainted with that boundless bliss 
which is not connected with objects of the senses, and being where he is not 
moved from the reality; *having gained which he considereth no other 
superior to it, and in which being fixed, he is not moved even by the greatest 
grief; know that this disconnection from union with pain is distinguished as 
yoga, spiritual union or devotion, which is to be striven after by a man with 
faith and steadfastly. 

PAGE48 To whatsoever object the inconstant mind goeth out he should 
subdue it, bring it back, and place it upon the Spirit. Supreme bliss surely 
cometh to the sage whose mind is thus at peace; whose passions and desires 
are thus subdued; who is thus in the true Self and free from sin. He who is 
thus devoted and free from sin obtaineth without hindrance the highest 
bliss―union with the Supreme Spirit. 



Page 49 Without doubt, O thou of mighty arms, the mind is restless and hard 
to restrain; but it may be restrained, O son of Kuntî, by practice and absence 
of desire. Yet in my opinion this divine discipline called yoga is very diffi- 
cult for one who hath not his soul in his own control; yet it may be acquired 
through proper means and by one who is assiduous and controlleth his heart. 
Page  51  Being thus born again he comes in contact with the knowledge 
which belonged to him in his former body, and from that time he struggles 
more diligently towards perfection, O son of Kuru. For even unwittingly, by 
reason of that past practice, he is led and works on. Even if only a mere 
enquirer, he reaches beyond the word of the Vedas. 
PAGE 51 The man of meditation as thus described is superior to the man of 
penance and to the man of learning and also to the man of action; wherefore, 
O Arjuna, resolve thou to become a man of meditation. But of all devotees he 
is considered by me as the most devoted who, with heart fixed on me, full of 
faith, worships me. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BAGAVAD GITA  LESSON 5 

 

CHAPTER VII OF GITA 

PAGE 53. "Among thousands of mortals a single one perhaps strives for 
perfection, and among those so striving perhaps a single one knows me as I 
am. Earth, water, fire, air, and akâsa, Manas, Buddhi, and Ahankara is the 
eightfold division of my nature. It is inferior; know that my superior nature is 
different and is the knower; by it the universe is sustained; learn that the 
whole of creation springs from this too as from a womb; I am the cause, I am 
the production and the dissolution of the whole universe. 

Page 56  . Those who worship the Gods go to the Gods, and those who 
worship me come unto me. The ignorant, being unacquainted with my 
supreme condition which is superior to all things and exempt from decay, 
believe me who am unmanifested to exist in a visible form. Enveloped by my 
magic illusion I am not visible to the world; therefore the world doth not 
recognize me the unborn and exhaustless. 

CHAPTER VIII 

PAGE 60  He who closeth all the doors of his senses, imprisoneth his mind in 
his heart, fixeth his vital powers in his head, standing firm in meditation, 
repeating the monosyllable OM, and thus continues when he is quitting the 
body, goeth to the supreme goal. He who, with heart undiverted to any other 
object, meditates constantly and through the whole of life on me shall surely 
attain to me, O son of Pritha. 

PAGE 62 "All worlds up to that of Brahman are subject to rebirth again and 
again, but they, O son of Kuntî, who reach to me have no rebirth. Those who 



are acquainted with day and night ╫ know that the day of Brahmâ is 
a thousand revolutions of the yugas and that his night extendeth for a 
thousand more. At the coming on of that day all things issue forth from the 
unmanifested into manifestation, so on the approach of that night they merge 
again into the unmanifested. This collection of existing things having thus 
come forth, is dissolved at the approach of the night, O son of Pritha; and now 
again on the coming of the day it emanates spontaneously. But there is that 
which upon the dissolution of all things else is not destroyed; it is indivisible, 
indestructible, and of another nature from the visible. That called the 
unmanifested and exhaustless is called the supreme goal, which having once 
attained they never more return - it is my supreme abode. This Supreme, O 
son of Pritha, within whom all creatures are included and by whom all this is 
pervaded, may be attained by a devotion which is intent on him alone. 
CHAPTER IX 
PAGE 64  All this universe is pervaded by me in my invisible form; all things 
exist in me, but I do not exist in them. Nor are all things in me; behold this my 
divine mystery: myself causing things to exist and supporting them all but 
dwelling not in them 
PAGE 68 
And they, having enjoyed that spacious heaven for a period in proportion to 
their merits, sink back into this mortal world where they are born again as 
soon as their stock of merit is exhausted; thus those who long for the 
accomplishment of desires, following the Vedas, obtain a happiness which 
comes and goes. But for those who, thinking of me as identical with all, 
constantly worship me, I bear the burden of the responsibility of their 
happiness. And even those also who worship other gods with a firm faith in 
doing so, involuntarily worship me, too, O son of Kuntî, albeit in ignorance. I 
am he who is the Lord of all sacrifices, and am also their enjoyer, but they do 
not understand me truly and therefore they fall from heaven. Those who 
devote themselves to the gods go to the gods; the worshippers of the pitris go 
to the pitris; those who worship the evil spirits * go to them, and my 
worshippers come to me. I accept and enjoy the offerings of the humble soul 
who in his worship with a pure heart offereth a leaf, a flower, or fruit, or 
water unto me. 
CHAPTER X 
 PAGE 71 I am the origin of all; all things proceed from me; believing me to be 
thus, the wise gifted with spiritual wisdom worship me; their very hearts and 



minds are in me; enlightening one another and constantly speaking of me, 
they are full of enjoyment and satisfaction. To them thus always devoted to 
me, who worship me with love, I give that mental devotion by which they 
come to me. 
PAGE 72 Thou alone knowest thyself by thySelf, Supreme Spirit, Creator and 
Master of all that lives, God of Gods, and Lord of all the universe! Thou alone 
can fully declare thy divine powers by which thou hast pervaded and 
continueth to pervade these worlds. How shall I, constantly thinking of thee, 
be able to know thee, O mysterious Lord? In what particular forms shall I 
meditate on thee? O Janardana―besought by mortals―tell me therefore in 
full thine own powers and forms of manifestation, for I am never sated of 
drinking of the life-giving water of thy words." 
PAGE 76  I am, O Arjuna, the seed of all existing things, and there is not 
anything, whether animate or inanimate which is without me. My divine 
manifestations, O harasser of thy foes, are without end, the many which I 
have mentioned are by way of example. Whatever creature is permanent, of 
good fortune or mighty, also know it to be sprung from a portion of my 
energy. But what, O Arjuna, hast thou to do with so much knowledge as this? 
I established this whole universe with a single portion of myself, and remain 
separate. 
Chapter XI PAGE 79  The glory and amazing splendor of this mighty Being 
may be likened to the radiance shed by a thousand suns rising together into 
the heavens. 
PAGE 82.  All the worlds alike with me are terrified to behold thy wondrous 
form gigantic, O thou of mighty arms, with many mouths and eyes, with 
many arms, thighs and feet, with many stomachs and projecting tusks. For 
seeing thee thus touching the heavens, shining with such glory, with 
widely-opened mouths and bright expanded eyes, my inmost soul is troubled 
and I lose both firmness and tranquility. 
PAGE 83  Wherefore, arise! seize fame! Defeat the foe and enjoy the 
full-grown kingdom! They have been already slain by me; be thou only the 
immediate agent, O thou both-armed one. 
PAGE 85 Having been ignorant of thy majesty, I took thee for a friend, and 
have called thee 'O Krishna, O son of Yadu, O friend,' and blinded by my 
affection and presumption, I have at times treated thee without respect in 
sport, in recreation, in repose, in thy chair, and at thy meals, in private and in 
public; all this I beseech thee, O inconceivable Being, to forgive. 



PAGE 86  Forgive, O Lord, as the friend forgives the friend, as the father 
pardons his son, as the lover the beloved. I am well pleased with having 
beheld what was never before seen, and yet my heart is overwhelmed with 
awe; have mercy then, O God; show me that other form, O thou who art the 
dwelling-place of the universe; I desire to see thee as before with thy diadem 
on thy head, thy hands armed with mace and chakra; assume again, O thou of 
a thousand arms and universal form, thy four-armed shape!" 
PAGE 88 Thou hast seen this form of mine which is difficult to be perceived 
and which even the gods are always anxious to behold. But I am not to be 
seen, even as I have shown myself to thee, by study of the Vedas, nor by 
mortifications, nor alms-giving, nor sacrifices. I am to be approached and seen 
and known in truth by means of that devotion which has me alone as the 
object. He whose actions are for me alone, who esteemeth me the supreme 
goal, who is my servant only, without attachment to the results of action and 
free from enmity towards any creature, cometh to me, O son of Pandu. 
CHAPTER XII 
PAGE 90 Place, then, thy heart on me, penetrate me with thy understanding, 
and thou shalt without doubt hereafter dwell in me. But if thou shouldst be 
unable at once steadfastly to fix thy heart and mind on me, strive then, O 
Dhananjaya, to find me by constant practice in devotion. If after constant 
practice, thou art still unable, follow me by actions performed for me; for by 
doing works for me thou shalt attain perfection. But if thou art unequal even 

to this, then, being self-restrained, place 
all thy works, failures and successes 
alike, on me, abandoning in me the fruit 
of every action. For knowledge is better 

than constant practice, meditation is superior to knowledge, renunciation of 
the fruit of action to meditation; final emancipation immediately results from 
such renunciation. 
QUESTIONS: KHRISNA SEEMS TO EXPECT A LOT.  IS IT TOO MUCH? 
WHY DOES ARJUNA WANT KRISHNA TO GO BACK TO HIS ORIGINAL 
FORM? 
HOW ARE THESE “HIGH MINDED” STATEMENTS PERTINENT TO OUR 
PRESENT DAY LIFE? 
 
 
 



LESSON VI 

 

 

 

CHAPTER XIII 

PAGE 94 "True wisdom of a spiritual kind is freedom from self-esteem, 
hypocrisy, and injury to others; it is patience, sincerity, respect for spiritual 
instructors, purity, firmness, self-restraint, dispassion for objects of sense, 
freedom from pride, and a meditation upon birth, death, decay, sickness, and 
error; 

PAGE 97  "Some men by meditation, using contemplation upon the Self, 
behold the spirit within, others attain to that end by philosophical study with 
its realization, and others by means of the religion of works. Others, again, 
who are not acquainted with it in this manner, but have heard it from others, 



cleave unto and respect it; and even these, if assiduous only upon tradition 
and attentive to hearing the scriptures, pass beyond the gulf of death. 

PAGE 98  As a single sun illuminateth the whole world, even so doth the One 
Spirit illumine every body, O son of Bharata. Those who with the eye of 
wisdom thus perceive what is the difference between the body and Spirit and 
the destruction of the illusion of objects, * go to the supreme."  

CHAPTER XIV 

PAGE 100  The three great qualities called sattva, rajas, and tamas―light or 
truth, passion or desire, and indifference or darkness―are born from nature, 
and bind the imperishable soul to body, O thou of mighty arms. Of these 
the sattva quality by reason of its lucidity and peacefulness entwineth the soul 
to rebirth through attachment to knowledge and that which is pleasant. Know 
that rajas is of the nature of desire, producing thirst and propensity; it, O son 
of Kuntî, imprisoneth the Ego through the consequences produced from 
action. The quality of tamas, the offspring of the indifference in nature, is the 
deluder of all creatures, O son of Bharata; it imprisoneth the Ego in a body 
through heedless folly, sleep, and idleness. The sattva quality attaches the soul 
through happiness and pleasure, the rajas through action, and tamas quality 
surrounding the power of judgment with indifference attaches the soul 
through heedlessness. 
PAGE 103  
But when the wise man perceiveth that the only agents of action are these 
qualities, and comprehends that which is superior to the qualities, he attains 
to my state. And when the embodied self surpasseth these three qualities of 
goodness, action, and indifference―which are coëxistent with the body it is 
released from rebirth and death, old age and pain, and drinketh of the water 
of immortality. 

CHAPTER XV 
PAGE 107   The deluded do not see the spirit when it quitteth or remains in 
the body, nor when, moved by the qualities, it has experience in the world. 
But those who have the eye of wisdom perceive it, and devotees who 
industriously strive to do so see it dwelling in their own hearts; whilst those 
who have not overcome themselves, who are devoid of discrimination, see it 
not even though they strive, thereafter. Know that the brilliance of the sun 



which illuminateth the whole world, and the light which is in the moon and 
in the fire, are the splendor of myself. 
PAGE 108 "There are two kinds of beings in the world, the one divisible, the 
other indivisible; the divisible is all things and the creatures, the indivisible is 
called Kûtastha, or he who standeth on high unaffected. But there is another 
spirit designated as the Supreme Spirit―Paramâtma―which permeates and 
sustains the three worlds. As I am above the divisible and also superior to the 
indivisible, therefore both in the world and in the Vedas am I known as the 
Supreme Spirit. He who being not deluded knoweth me thus as the Supreme 
Spirit, knoweth all things and worships me under every form and condition. 
CHAPTER XVI 
PAGE 111  Indulging in pride, selfishness, ostentation, power, lust, and 
anger, they detest me who am in their bodies and in the bodies of others. 
Wherefore I continually hurl these cruel haters, the lowest of men, into 
wombs of an infernal nature in this world of rebirth. And they being doomed 
to those infernal wombs, more and more deluded in each succeeding rebirth, 
never come to me, O son of Kuntî, but go at length to the lowest region. * 
PAGE 112 'This to-day hath been acquired by me, and that object of my heart 
I shall obtain; this wealth I have, and that also shall be mine. This foe have I 
already slain, and others will I forthwith vanquish; I am the lord, I am 
powerful, and I am happy. 
CHAPTER XVII 
AGE 117 "The sacrifice or worship which is directed by Scripture and is 
performed by those who expect no reward but who are convinced that it is 
necessary to be done, is of the quality of light, of goodness, of sattva. But know 
that that worship or sacrifice which is performed with a view to its results, 
and also for an ostentation of piety, belongs to passion, the quality of rajas, O 
best of the Bharatas. But that which is not according to the precepts of Holy 
Writ, without distribution of bread, without sacred hymns, without gifts to 
brahmans at the conclusion, and without faith, is of the quality of tamas. 
PAGE 119 "OM TAT SAT, these are said to be the threefold designation of the 
Supreme Being. By these in the beginning were sanctified the knowers of 
Brahmâ, * the Vedas, and sacrifices. Therefore the sacrifices, the giving of alms, 
and the practicing of austerities are always, among those who expound Holy 
Writ, preceded by the word OM. Among those who long for immortality and 
who do not consider the reward for their actions, the word TAT precedes their 
rites of sacrifice, their austerities, and giving of alms. The word SAT is used 



for qualities that are true and holy, and likewise is applied to laudable actions, 
O son of Pritha. The state of mental sacrifice when actions are at rest is also 
called SAT. Whatever is done without faith, whether it be sacrifice, 
alms-giving, or austerities, is called ASAT, that which is devoid of truth and 
goodness, O son of Pritha, and is not of any benefit either in this life or after 
death. 

CHAPTER XVIII 
PAGE 122  Deeds of sacrifice, of mortification, and of charity are not to be 
abandoned, for they are proper to be performed, and are the purifiers of the 
wise. But even those works are to be performed after having renounced all 
selfish interest in them and in their fruits; this, O son of Pritha, is my ultimate 
and supreme decision. The abstention from works which are necessary and 
obligatory is improper; the not doing of such actions is due to delusion 
springing from the quality of tamas. The refraining from works because they 
are painful and from the dread of annoyance ariseth from the quality 
of rajas which belongs to passion, and he who thus leaves undone what he 
ought to do shall not obtain the fruit which comes from right forsaking. The 
work which is performed, O Arjuna, because it is necessary, obligatory, and 
proper, with all self-interest therein put aside and attachment to the action 
absent, is declared to be of the quality of truth and goodness which is known 
as sattva. 
PAGE 124 "Know that the wisdom which perceives in all nature one single 
principle, indivisible and incorruptible, not separate in the separate objects 
seen, is of the sattva quality. The knowledge which perceives different and 
manifold principles as present in the world of created beings pertains to rajas, 
the quality of passion. But that knowledge, wholly without value, which is 
mean, attached to one object alone as if it were the whole, which does not see 
the true cause of existence, is of the nature of tamas, indifferent and dark 
PAGE 127 "Now hear what are the three kinds of pleasure wherein happiness 
comes from habitude and pain is ended. That which in the beginning is as 
poison and in the end as the water of life, and which arises from a purified 
understanding, is declared to be of the sattva quality. That arising from the 
connection of the senses with their objects which in the beginning is sweet as 
the waters of life but at the end like poison, is of the quality of rajas. That 
pleasure is of the dark tamas quality which both in the beginning and the end 
arising from sleep, idleness, and carelessness, tendeth both in the beginning 



and the end to stupify the soul. There is no creature on earth nor among the 
hosts in heaven who is free from these three qualities which arise from nature. 
PAGE 130 And even the man who is always engaged in action shall attain by 
my favor to the eternal and incorruptible imperishable abode, if he puts his 
trust in me alone. With thy heart place all thy works on me, prefer me to all 
else, exercise mental devotion continually, and think constantly of me. By so 
doing thou shalt by my divine favor surmount every difficulty which 
surroundeth thee; but if from pride thou wilt not listen to my words, thou 
shalt undoubtedly be lost. And if, indulging self-confidence, thou sayest 'I will 
not fight,' such a determination will prove itself vain, for the principles of thy 
nature will impel thee to engage. Being bound by all past karma to thy natural 
duties, thou, O son of Kuntî, wilt involuntarily do from necessity that which 
in thy folly thou wouldst not do. There dwelleth in the heart of every creature, 
O Arjuna, the Master―Ishwara ―who by his magic power causeth all things 
and creatures to revolve mounted upon the universal wheel of time. 
QUESTIONS 
IS THERE A RELATIONSHIP OF THE GITA TO PSYCHOTHERAPY?  IF SO, 
HOW? 
WERE YOU ABLE TO CONNECT THE DELIMMA OF ARJUNA’S WITH 
YOURS? 
DID Y OU AGREE WITH DEEPAK CHOPRA THERE IS SOMETHING 
ABOUT THE GITA WHICH HAS MORE TO DO WITH VIBRATIONS THAN 
DIRECT CONTENT? 
 
  
 

 


